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in your own private
metaverse
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Visualize your life
in your private
metaverse.
Lifestory allows you to share all your memories
thanks to the Blockchain in the form of nonfungible tokens (NFT).
These sharing can be done directly with your
community using public or private "Timelines" in
your own metaverse.
In each passing day, we experience new things,
meet new people and spend unforgettable
moments that we want to preserve, relive and
share.
Whether alone, with family or friends, these
moments from the most memorable to the most
innocuous, always hold importance to us or even
an inestimable value for others.

Imagine…
CREATE

BE

SHARE

Every moment should be considered
as a work of art for someone else or an
inheritance to be passed on to future
generations, to members of your
community.

WRITE

Every second deserves to be preserved
and we should have the choice to keep it
in order to cherish it forever!

Lifestory makes it
all possible.
Record all the important moments of your life by combining
the new technologies of blockchain and NFTs with the reflex
that we have all already acquired in the digital age.

The cases of use for such an
application are countless

Moment 3

Moment 2
Natalie walks
for the first time

Moment 1
Birth of the love of my
life, Natalie

Timeline: Natalie
User 1 : Parent

You have an appointment with a person you
like.

You are a professional streamer/player.

Timeline: My couple

Timeline: Life stream: Counter Strike

User 1

Streamer Pro

Moment 1

Moment 2

Moment 3

Moment 1

Moment 2

Moment 3

My first date with
Isabelle

Our second date, at
the movie

Isabelle introduces
me to her parents

Unlikely
headshot

Epic stabbing

Three kills with
a single shot

Brands
You own a brand of running shoes with more than 30 years
of existence. You present historic performances of a very
specific shoe-model with which high-level athletes continue
to break records. You want to highlight your story. You want
to show when your basketball pair made history.

Timeline: Metalines

Moment 1

Moment 2

Moment 3

Gold medal of the
running
championship
with the athlete *.

New women's
running world
record with the
athlete*.

Olympic medal at
the Athens
Olympics in 2004.

Mobile
Application
The mobile application will allow the
creation of timelines as well as 2D
moments with depth effects.
These moments may contain several distinct
elements such as photos, videos, texts and/or
audio messages. They will be private by default
and shareable with one or more people.
Each moment can be relived in total immersion in
your private metaverse thanks to a VR headset

Immersive
VR Universe
A micro-metaverse will be a whole universe
where it will be possible to exhibit all its
moments as we know it in a private museum
where any authorized person can bask and
admire the representations, "Moments", lived or
bought.
All the moments created within the ecosystem
will be viewable directly in virtual reality using a
VR headset.
This will allow an integral immersive experience
and will therefore be able to offer the buyers of
moments and their loved ones the opportunity
to relive these moments as if they were there.
It will be possible to move within a timeline and
go back to a specific moment and relive it as in
the early days.

The Lifeverse: The lifestory VR ecosystem
The Lifeverse is comparable to a universe
(Metaverse) in which there will be 5555 planets and
different ships. Each user registered on the app will
occupy a default spaceship that will be located in a
space zone in the Lifeverse. This space will be his
private metaverse.

First collection
It will consist of 5555 planets that will be sold in the

Each planet owner will be

Whether it is a human being or a legal

form of NFT's and that will allow individuals, brands

able to leave a trace of his

person, each story can be exposed to

to be able to create in an almost unlimited way an

passage on earth (the real

the taste of the creator through multiple

environment to their image if they choose not to rent

one) by customizing a

timelines in his outdoor timeline room or

out theirs.

Liverse’s planet in his own

in his planetary mansion

way.

Second collection
Unique spaceships allowing the
Lifestory app users with a VR headset
to be able to have their own
exceptional ships in the lifeverse
instead of a simple free default ship
obtained during registration.
All the ships of the Lifeverse will consist
of a cockpit, a lobby, a museum and a
timeline room to relive your moments
alone, with family, friends or community

Micro-Metaverse
A micro-metaverse is a private,
individualized and customizable
universe within the app.
It brings together all the timelines and
moments created by the same
person. The creator of the micrometaverse can choose to keep his
entire world private or to give access
to his community through these
timelines.

Timelines room
The timeline room is an
environment of the micrometavese in which all the
timelines of the users are located.

Timelines
Timed timelines are the chronological digital
representation of moments in a person's, group's or
company's life, whether fictional or real.

FOR EXAMPLE, A TIMELINE:

◆ For privacy

◆ For each member’s siblings

◆ By professional career

◆ For each product
of the same brand

◆ For a public career

Timelines also allow you to create different versions or
editions of the same activity.
LIKE WHAT

◆ An international football organization would have
different timelines depending on the tournaments it
would organize.

Moments
Moments are digital "anchors" composed of
photos, videos, texts and/or audio, downloaded
on a timeline.
Moments, fictional or real, can be sold to a group of
people through NFT technology. These moments are
monetizable in a granular way depending on the number
of unique copies created.

Skins
Skins are digital assets for customizing the
appearance of timelines and/or their
environment to give them a unique look and feel.
These assets can then be sold according to the desires
of other users on the integrated marketplace.

Purchase and
resale of NFT
Every accessible moment on a timeline will be
monetizable and anyone with access to a timeline
will have the opportunity to acquire one or more of
those moments.
Once a moment is purchased, a stamp of ownership will be
visible on the Moment, which will make it possible to know
who the holder is. It may also be resold.
As for the buyer, all the moments purchased will appear in a
personalized space, called "Museum", within his micrometaverse. He will then have the choice to give access to
this space to designated users and thus make it either
private or public.

Skins
It will also be possible to buy NFTs to customize your
ship, your home, your lobby, your timeline room, your
timelines and style the appearance of the moments.
These NFTs are more specifically called "SKINS".

Private Collection
LIFESTORY Private Collection offers exclusive access
on the market place to collector's products, rare
moments to collect in limited edition or preview.
To become a Private Collector, the user must hold LIFC tokens
above the minimum threshold of $20,000 in LIFC in a special
section of their in-app wallet, called LIFE Safe.
A second method to access the status of Private Collector is
to provide the evidence of receipt of an invitation to become
a Private Collector. These invitations can only be sent by
existing Private Collectors, and are only valid for access to
the Private Collections for a limited period of 30 days.
Private collector users have privileged access to sales of
digital or non-digital products in priority depending on the
amount of LIFC present in their LIFE Safe.

Business
model
Standard Sale

Verified
Accounts
Accounts verified and
validated by Lifestory
that have benefited
from the intervention
of Lifestory's Timeline
Manager will be

Royalties

commissioned at 32%
on the first sale and

All creators of NFT will be able to

2% on subsequent

choose the amount of Royalties they

sales.

will receive with a maximum of 10%

*Managers dedicated to the

and without time limit.

complete management of

They will nevertheless have to define

NFt's of celebrities or brands

their royalties at the time of the
creation of the NFT because these
will no longer be modifiable
thereafter.

timelines and the creation of

SAAS
A monthly subscription
will be possible for the
creation of NFT and
will reduce Lifestory's
commission to 1% per
transaction.

The token: LIFC

Token Utility

LIFC tokens will be created

The LIFC will serve as a medium of exchange to purchase and resale
NFT's in the Lifestory ecosystem.

and offered as rewards during
the various collection sales of
Lifestory to support and fuel
all transactions taking place
in the Lifestory ecosystem.

It will provide access to:
Discounts on the purchase of Skins depending on the number of tokens staked.
Discounts on the purchase of NFT's compared to the FIAT equivalent.
The private collection for the purchase of exclusive NFT’s.

The maximum offer is limited
to 1,000,000,000 (One billion)

It will also:

of LIFC.

ACCESS TO PASSIVE INCOME IN $LIFC

SMART-SHARE

SmartStaking

Each STAKED LIFC token will be multiplied by the corresponding
multiplier to determine the pro-rated share. For example:

Smart Staking is a mechanism that allows people
who use staking to benefit from 1% of the transaction
fee in proportion to $LIFC staked.

In order to encourage staking in the long term, a multiplier will be
applied to the different staking pools.

WALLET A

WALLET B

WALLET C

WALLET D

WALLET E

WALLET F

100
tokens

325
tokens

200
tokens

150
tokens

250
tokens

370
tokens

Thus, longer staking periods will give a higher multiplier.
There will be pools of 30 days, 90 days, 180 days, 365 days and
730 days with multipliers of 1X, 1.3X, 1.5X, 1.8X and 2.0X.

Unstaked

Pool staking 30d

Pool staking 90d

Pool staking 180d

Pool staking 365d

Pool staking 730d

MULTIPLIER 1X

MULTIPLIER 1,3X

MULTIPLIER 1,5X

MULTIPLIER 1,8X

MULTIPLIER 2X

NOW THE TOKENS ARE MULTIPLIED BY THE MULTIPLIER TO DETERMINE THE POINTS.

0 points

325
points

260
points

225
points

450
points

740
points

Portfolio A receives $0, Portfolio B receives $650,
Portfolio C receives $520, Portfolio D receives $450, Portfolio E receives
$900, and Portfolio F receives $1480.

Conventional Staking

Smartbacking:

In addition to this advantage, simply staking

Deflationary economy

the LIFC will give a percentage return, an

1% of the transaction fees will be used to buy back,

Annual Percentage Return (APR) in LIFC.
There will be a linear* release of LIFC for
staking rewards and therefore early stakers
will have the advantage of higher rewards.
*chart circulating supply on demand

SmartShare
Upon the IPO or redemption of Lifestory,
LIFSTO will be created and each LIFC holder
will be rewarded with an amount
corresponding to the height of his tokenship
while preserving his tokens.
Thus, the community will be able to benefit
from it through a conversion modality.
In addition, these LIFSTO may be converted
into fiat currency after the IPO or the
purchase of the company.

occasionally, the LIFC on the markets to reduce the
circulating supply.

Tokenomics
Token

4

6

distribution/allocation

1

7

Private Fundraising Distribution

5%

Airdrop

1%

NFT: Private Sale Distribution

7%

NFT: Public Sale Distribution

40%

Marketing

10%

Team

10%

Advisors & Partnerships

4%

Development

6%

Staking Rewards & Liquidity

17%

40

5

17

10

10

Vesting and Cliff periods
Private Fundraising Distribution
4%

NFT Public Sales Distributions
COLLECTION 1

10%
96%

NFT Private Sales Distributions
5%

95%

Cliff

10%

Sponsorship
The sponsorship mechanism ensures the allocation to
the sponsor of 5% $LIFC equivalent per planet
purchased by his godchildren, as well as an additional
5% to the godson who made a purchase.
The allocation is limited to a level of sponsorship, and
the LIFC tokens thus awarded are taken from the
reserve of tokens provided for this purpose and in any
case within the limit of the tokens available (see
tokenomics: Marketing).
Each participant will be assigned a referral code. When
making any purchase made by a referral using this
referral code, an amount equivalent to 5% of the value
of the NFT's purchased will be credited to the referrer's
account. Similarly, an additional 5% will be credited to
the godson.

Example :
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Contact
hi@lifestoryapp.com

